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Prospect shops and brands for 
FLIGHT OF DREAMS  

FLIGHT OF DREAMS, the new commercial complex with the first-ever Boeing 787 

Dreamliner in its centre, is scheduled to open this summer. Today, Central Japan 

International Airport is pleased to announce the list of the prospect shops and brands for the 

commercial area of FLIGHT OF DREAMS. 

 

  

 

 

 

FLIGHT OF DREAMS complex is composed by a commercial area open for everyone and 

a fee required exhibition and contents area. The commercial area has the American 

north-western area of Seattle, where Boeing was founded, as main concept. The interior 

was designed inspired by the Seattle area and, in the same way, the restaurants and brands 

have popular and fine products from that area. Original Seattle brands that come for the first 

time to Japan, Seattle and north-west American products that will be seen for the first time in 

Japan, and Seattle inspired new businesses, will form part of the fresh and attractive line up 

of shops. It is expected to be an extraordinary space where the visitors can enjoy a 

formidable close up view of the impressive machine while shopping and dining under its 

wing. 

With the recent addition of THE PIKE BREWING RESTAURANT & CRAFT BEER BAR 

and STARBUCKS, there are now 14 prospective shops for the commercial area. 

More information about the future shops and brands for FLIGHT OF DREAMS can be 

found on the next page. 

 

Included documents: 

 List of the prospective shops 

 Information about the prospective shops 
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List of the prospective shops 

No. Name Product Feature* Remarks 

1 FRAN’S CHOCOLATES Chocolate ① 
First shop 

in Japan 

2 Beecher’s Handmade Cheese 
Cheese food 

and cheese 
① 

First shop 

in Japan 

3 Ethan Stowell PIZZA & PASTA 
Pizza and 

Pasta 
① 

First shop 

in Japan 

4 
THE PIKE BREWING RESTAURANT & 

CRAFT BEER BAR 

Craft beer 

and American 

food 

① 
First shop 

in Japan 

5 THE PIKE SHOP BEER, WINE & MORE 
Craft beer 

and wine 
② 

New line of 

business 

6 Eltana Bagels ① 
Japan’s 

Flagstore 

7 STARBUCKS Coffee ①  

8 HELLO SEATTLE 
Sweets, food, 

sundries 
② 

New line of 

business 

9 Chowder’s Soup ② 
First shop in 

Tokai Area 

10 OREGONATTIC 
Sweets, food, 

sundries 
②※ 

New line of 

business 

11 
CAMPFIRED GRILL BEEF STEAK 

TahomaFuji 
Grilled Steak ③ 

New line of 

business 

12 SEATTLE FISH MARKET Seafood ③ 
New line of 

business 

13 MOLNODA DISH IT YOURSELF 
Customized 

bowl 
③ 

New line of 

business 

14 
FUJIYAMAGO ★ GO SEATTLE RAMEN 

STAND 
Ramen ③ 

New line of 

business 

*-Feature- 

① Seattle Brand: Brands by original Seattle makers, restaurants, chefs etc. 

② Seattle Product: Sale of Seattle produced sweets, foods and sundries. 

※OREGONATTIC has products from Oregon, north-western America. 

③ Seattle Inspired: New lines business lines in the image of Seattle culture and life style. 
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Information about the prospective shops 

1 FRAN’S CHOCOLATES Seattle Brand 

 Shop (Chocolate) 

The founder Fran Bigelow, opened her first shop in Seattle in 

1982 with the idea of sharing the joy of chocolate with her 

clients, now she has become one of the finest chocolate 

artisans in U.S. Her handmade chocolates are made with 

organic and fair traded ingredients following a delicate recipe. 

This is the only place in Japan to taste Fran’s special ‘Salt 

Caramel’ two layered flavours, smoked salt and caramel, one 

on top of another. 

 

 

2 Beecher’s Handmade Cheese Seattle Brand 

 Restaurant/shop (Cheese food and craft cheese) 

In 2003 Kurt Dammeier, highly skilled cheese maker, founded 

Beecher’s Cheese in Seattle’s historic Pike Place Market, 

where the shop became one of the popular places. Beecher’s 

Cheese has an original technique of cheese making which 

does not use any colorant, chemical seasoning, or 

preservatives, which makes the flavor and taste to excel. In 

their first shop in Japan, the visitors can taste their popular 

Mac&Cheese and Hot Grill Sandwich.   

 

3 Ethan Stowell PIZZA & PASTA Seattle Brand 

 Restaurant (Pizza and Pasta) 

First shop in Japan of this highly popular restaurant in Seattle. 

Ethan Stowell, chef owner, is a celebrity in Seattle due to his 

brilliant resume. Stowell was the cook supervisor of Delta 

Airline in Seattle Tacoma International Airport and 

collaborated with the menu of Seattle Mariners. He recreates 

religiously his original recipe following his cooking philosophy   

‘Simplicity, freshness and focus on the food itself’. Here the 

visitors can enjoy the Seattle’s flavours of the pizza kneaded 

by hand and fresh pasta made in the moment. 
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4 THE PIKE BREWING RESTAURANT & CRAFT BEER BAR Seattle Brand 

 Restaurant (Craft beer and American food) 

THE PIKE BREWING CO., an old craft beer brewery from the 

west of U.S., opens its first beer restaurant in Japan. 

Their most popular product is the hoppy beer IPA (Indian Pale 

Ale). In THE PIKE BREWING RESTAURANT & CRAFT BEER 

BAR visitors can enjoy an IPA beer with its best matched fish 

and meat dishes. 

 

 

5 THE PIKE SHOP BEER, WINE & MORE Seattle Product 

 Shop (Craft beer, wine, etc) 

In this shop, located inside THE PIKE BREWING 

RESTAURANT & CRAFT BEER BAR, visitors can purchase 

PIKE official goods, the PIKE beers served at the store and 

wines from the West coast of the U.S. 

There will be limited original label items only available at this 

store. 

 

 

6 Eltana Seattle Brand 

 Restaurant (Bagels) 

Based in Seattle this restaurant is specialized in Wood-fired 

bagels. Unique bagels that mix the essence of the 

Mediterranean sea and the middle east. Eltana serves a great 

variety of bagels, such as sesame seed, poppy seed or salty 

with diverse spreads, such as walnuts, anchovy basil, 

pineapple, among others. Visitors can enjoy extraordinary 

wood-fired dishes at any time, a little late breakfast, a proper 

lunch or a day time or relaxed dinner meals.  
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7 STARBUCKS Seattle Brand 

 Cafe (Coffee, etc) 

One of the most famous companies in the world, with stylish 

interiors and comfortable and very relaxing spaces, a global 

coffee shop originally from Seattle. 

Visitors can enjoy an expresso made with great quality 

Arabica coffee and an abundant variety of expresso drinks, 

pastries and sandwiches. 
 

 

8 HELLO SEATTLE Seattle Product 

 Shop (Sweets, foods, sundries, etc.) 

A shop selling highly popular products from Seattle. 

 

 Main Brands: 

 

SEATTLE CHOCOLATE 

jcoco 

SEATTLE CHOCOLATE, since its foundation in 1991, has been providing 

deliciousness to the northwest people in U.S.. With its CEO Jean 

Thompson’s leadership and the chocolate lover observations, they have 

been delivering fine quality chocolates. Natural ingredients and polished 

design make a unique combitaion that is this brand’s specialty. 

Jcoco is a brand that takes in the influence of other cultures and creates 

chocolates that embodie the cultures with the collaboration of renown chefs. 

 

KuKuRuZa Popcorn An american Seattle shop speciallized in gourmet popcorn that 

overflows originality and unique flavours. They serve air popcorn with 

no oils used, that are healthy, crispy and very flavory. Made by a 

profesional that adjust to the temperature and humidity of the day to 

achieve the perfect balance and a genuine flavour.  

GLASS EYE STUDIO Glass studio from Seattle that has an incredible Glass Museum. The 

material they use is the volcanic ash from the last eruption of Mount 

St. Helens in 1980, located in Washinton State at 150km to the south 

of Seattle. They have inumerable handmade colorful and original 

articstic glass items.  
 

This shop offers many products that can not be found in Japan such as Seattle Mariners MLB 

goods, among other products from Seattle. 
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9 Chowder’s Seattle Product 

 Restaurant (Soup dish) 

This restaurant offers 8 main substantial soups made with 

U.S. West coast fish, vegetables, herbs carefully selected and 

fresh. The special flavours of their Seattle Minestrone or 

Boston Clam Chowder, made with directly imported 

ingredients are very difficult to find in Japan. 

Visitors can taste the great variety of the soups, and choose 

the soup that better compliments their mood on that day. 
 

 

10 OREGON ATTIC Seattle Product 

 Shop (Sweets, foods, sundries, etc.) 

This shop offers products from Portland in Oregon State, that 

is located, like Washington State’s Seattle, in the northwest of 

U.S. Portland is considered the number one place all 

Americans want to live. 

Here visitors can purchase the popular tea brand Steven 

Smith Teamaker or Glossary made with Oregon’s agricultural 

products. 

 

 

11 CAMPFIRED GRILL BEEF STEAK Seattle Inspired 

 Restaurant (Grill Beef Steak) 

This new grill beef steak restaurant is a collaboration in 

between an old Japanese restaurant Oniku Sugimoto and 

Toranomon Ham’s U.S. premium ham. Here visitors can taste 

Seattle style steak crisped both sides by strong wood fire. The 

high quality beef and national meat are carefully selected by 

the two companies experienced in beef. 
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12 SEATTLE FISH MARKET Seattle Inspired 

 Restaurant (Seafood dishes) 

SEATTLE FISH MARKET is a new restaurant by the hand of 

a Nagoya local fishmonger business, and offers Seattle style 

Fish and Chips as a main dish. Since it is a simple dish the 

ingredients and cuisine are even more important. 

The menu includes Seattle Style Rice Bowl and burger 

among other dishes. 

 

 

13 MOLNODA DISH IT YOURSELF Seattle Inspired 

 Restaurant (Customized bowl) 

This restaurant is specialized in customizable bowl dishes. 

Among the healthy salad bowl dishes they will offer a special 

menu only for FLIGHT OF DREAMS. The idea is to be able 

to choose healthy and high in quality meat dishes inspired by 

Seattle and U.S. West coast. 

This restaurant will serve to a broad type of clients and 

lifestyles. 
 

 

14 FUJIYAMAGO★GO SEATTLE RAMEN STAND Seattle Inspired 

 Restaurant (Ramen) 

New restaurant by the hand of a popular Nagoya ramen 

restaurant. With the motto of ‘Connecting Nagoya to the 

world through ramen’ this shop has been expanding in Asia 

and Europe, now they want to incorporate the vision of 

Seattle into this shop.  

FUJIYAMAGO will have a menu influenced by Seattle, with 

ingredients from U.S. Westcoast.   

 


